Abstract-Aiming at the attitude control problem of flexible spacecraft, an improved sliding mode controller is presented. First of all, the dynamics equation and the kinematics equation described by error quaternion and error angular velocity are studied, which avoid the non-single question of the end attitude. What's more, according to the mathematical model of flexible spacecraft attitude system, the sliding mode controller is designed by the Lyapunov approach. Finally, in order to reduce the chattering of variable structure control for flexible spacecraft attitude, the smoother "arc tan function" is used to replace the sign function to reduce the chattering. And optimization to reduce the maximum control torque required by the system, which can avoid the vibration of flexible appendages. Simulation results show that the proposed control scheme can effectively achieve the spacecraft attitude control. Besides, On account of this, we can find that it can eliminate the chattering of traditional sliding mode control and keep good robustness.
INTRODUCTION
With the continuous development of space technology, the solar battery panels, mechanical arms, aerial and other large-scale flexible accessories are usually with the latest generation spacecraft. Among these types of spacecraft, while flying and controlling as the result of a strong coupling exist between the rigid body and flexible body which makes the control force on the spacecraft not only cause the change of the spacecraft attitude but also lead to a continuous chattering of the flexible structure. And these would affect the locate accuracy of spacecraft attitude on one hand, and critical the normal operating of interior instruments even lead the failure of the spacecraft on the other hand. Therefore, it is necessary to look for a controlling method which can both control the attitude and reduce the robustness caused by the chattering of flexible structure while designing the attitude control coefficient of the flexible spacecraft.
As one of the variable structure control method, sliding variable structure control is insensitive to the external disturbance which satisfied the match condition and the uncertainty of parameters, due to good robustness and other advantages, it gets a widespread application on the spacecraft attitude control [1] [2] [3] . However, the system chattering is an obvious weak point of the various structure control, if this chattering cannot be eliminated or weaken, then the chattering of the flexible accessory may endure for long time which greatly reduced the meaning of various structure control. Reference [4] proposed using saturation function to replace sign function in order to reduce the chattering can be an effective way, but to flexible spacecraft will still cause the continuous chattering of the flexible accessories. GuanPing etc [5] use the fuzzy various structure control method, considering the uncertainty and external disturbance to solve the issue of flexible satellite attitude control, but these methods haven't completely eliminate all kinds of uncertainty among the system, besides, the control algorithm is complicated. This paper has used the quaternion method to build the mathematic model of flexible spacecraft. Then design the attitude control coefficient of the sliding various structure according to the Lyapunov approach. We use the "arc tan function" to replace the original switch function, so that the high frequency chattering can be reduced. And through optimizing the control quantity to avoid the flexible accessories chattering of the spacecraft caused by oversized control torque when maneuvering. At the end of the paper, the proposed control algorithm has been conducted the mathematic simulation, and the result has proved the effectiveness of the algorithm.
II. MATHEMATIC MODEL BUILDING OF FLEXIBLE

SPACECRAFT
The dynamic model and kinematic model of flexible spacecraft are as follow [6] : 
Where I 3 denotes a 3 x 3 unit matrix,
 denotes the skew symmetric matrix of v q . Assuming the expectation attitude quaternion is q d, and define the operating attitude quaternion of spacecraft is q, then according to the synthesis method of quaternion [7] :
Where, e q denotes error quaternion,  denotes the quaternion multiplier, and then based on (5):
.Therefore, the spacecraft attitude tracking problem can be described as the certain spacecraft initial attitude quaternion q and expectation attitude quaternion q d , and designing the control device to make error quaternion adjust to
However, the general initial attitude and expectation attitude we proposed are usually based on Euler angle as an attitude description object. The conversion equations of Euler angle and quaternion are following [8] :
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Where,  is the pitch angle,  denotes the rolling angle,  is the drift angle. Assuming the operating attitude angular velocity is w, the expectation attitude angular velocity is w d, then the error of attitude angular velocity defines: 
The existence of the sliding modal is the using premise of sliding various structure control, in order to ensure the existence of sliding modal, the following condition must be satisfied, which is:
Aiming to the non-linearity dynamic equation of flexible spacecraft attitude (13), use the equivalent control method [10] to design the sliding modal control coefficient u as:
Among the control of equivalent sliding various structure, the control coefficient usually composed by the equivalent control eq u and switch control sw u , The equivalent control keep the system condition on the sliding surface and switch control force the system condition won't come out of the sliding surface.
In order to ensure the establishment of the sliding mode reaching the match condition, the design of switch control is as follow:
These are the control parameters.
  
From the control theory we can know, when 0 V  , the system is stable, use (17) substitute (22), can get:
So, 0 V  is been proved.
IV. OPTIMIZE THE SLIDING MODEL CONTROLLER
Considering the flexible accessories of flexible spacecraft has some features like low damping, low frequency and multi-modal, so when design the controller should try to avoid stimulating the accessories chattering. From the chattering (2) of the flexible accessories, we can know, w  has a direct relation flexible accessories, which is angular acceleration. If w can be decreased and diffused, then the chattering of flexible accessories is able to be reduced effectively.
However, w is directly related to the control torque, therefore, conducting the optimization of control coefficient need to considerate. Through analyzing the control coefficient(17) which designed above can find out that, the symbol function in switch control is the important reason for generating the chattering under the control of sliding various structure, due to the very cliffy change of the symbol function, it's very easy to cause the flexible accessories chattering. Besides, at the initial time when the flexible spacecraft do the attitude maneuvering, the attitude error is large, so that a comparatively large control torque is needed by the control coefficient. These will not only increase the output torque of the spacecraft itself actuator requirement, but also cause the flexible accessories chattering.
To the questions mentioned above, we have improved the control (17) through using saturation function or the continuous function with relay characteristic [11] to replace the symbol function which is in the ideal sliding modal. Although by replacing symbol function with saturation function can reduce the chattering, but the saturation function still very cliffy comparatively to cause the chattering of the flexible accessories. Here lead in the arc tan function which comparatively smoother to solve the mentioned problems.
Command
where () i fS
is the improved arc tan function. 
(24) Besides, we need add an item a which can generate the delay effect in the switch control items, where
(1 )
a is approaching to 1 as the form of exponential function, the delay effect stops when its approached 1 and the duration of delay effect is decided by  , and  is a very small figure mainly to avoid the situation of generating 0 at the initial time. After adding the delay factor, the comparatively large overshoot caused during the initial time is been avoid, and the maximum control torque is been reduced, meanwhile, the caused chattering of spacecraft flexible accessories is also been reduced. After going through the initial stage, with the time increasing, the figure is approaching to 1, and the delay effect is been weakened and eliminated, also the control coefficient is back to the original sliding various structure control, the flexible spacecraft continue conducting attitude maneuver at a fast speed, the control coefficient output is more smooth, the changing is more stable, and the chattering of flexible accessories is more less.
So the improved control coefficient is: Fig .1 and Fig .2 we can know, both of the algorithm can guarantee the attitude maneuver assignment of spacecraft, and optimized control coefficient of sliding various structure has a little increased on the maneuver time, but the maneuver route is more stable; Compare with Fig .3 and Fig .4 , we can know that optimized control coefficient of sliding various structure can decrease the maximum attitude angular velocity, and also more stable; Compare with Fig .5 and Fig .6 , the optimized sliding control coefficient has restrained the chattering of flexible accessories very effectively, and make the chattering amplitude deceased almost one order of magnitude compare with the unoptimizable; Compare with Fig .7 and Fig .8 , we can see that to accomplish the same attitude maneuver movement, the required maximum torque of optimized algorithm has been decreased couple times compare with the unoptimizable algorithm.
VI. CONCLUSION
The stimulation result of the flexible spacecraft attitude maneuver control shows, the effectivity of the optimization method, a better attitude tracking of flexible spacecraft has been fulfilled, the directed accuracy and stability of the maneuvered flexible spacecraft has also been greatly improved. Applying the method of this paper can reduce the chattering, improve the stability of attitude maneuvering, restrain the chattering of flexible accessories, and reduce the requirement of maximum output torque on executive body greatly, and the control ability surpass the traditional sliding various structure control. The designing method of control device in this paper has actual meaning to the attitude control of flexible spacecraft.
